Example infographics

**Fennec Fox**

- **My ears can hear prey even underground.**
- **My ears are 6 inches long.**
- **136°F** - Highest record in the Sahara desert.
- **50–110°F** - On average in the Sahara desert.
- **25 MPH** - At top speed.
- **Wanna play desert hide and seek? My camouflage fur helps me blend in with the dessert sand around me. I'll beat you big time!**

**Kingdom:** Animalia  
**Phylum:** Chordata  
**Class:** Mammalia  
**Order:** Carnivora  
**Family:** Canidae  
**Genus:** Vulpes

- **The fur on my paws helps me run on hot and rough sand.**

**Fennec Fox Diet**

- **Wide ranged diet** so they can find food in the desert.

**My Adaptations Help Me To Not Become Extinct:**

- Without my ears I wouldn't be able to find prey as easily as I can and I would starve to death.
- If I didn't have my ears I also wouldn't be able to eliminate heat and keep cool.
- Without fur on my paws my feet would burn and get all scratched up by the hot & rough sand.
- My wide-ranged diet helps me so I'm not depending on one thing for food and my meals don't go extinct.

- **Small rodents**
- **Birds**
- **Insects**
- **Lizards**
- **Plant material**
- **Fruit**
- **Berries**
- **Snails**
- **Eggs**
Box Fish

BY LAUREL MYRE AND EVELYN WESTBY

18 vertebrae

Minimum tank size 70 gallons

5–100 MG OF TOXIN

Price: $26–$697

Live wild in the Pacific Ocean

Part of the Ostracidae family

Box Fish evolved by changing their body shape to become more aerodynamic

Adaptations help because in their environment, ... at the bottom middle of the food chain

Releasing toxic poison helps them protect themselves against predators

Polka-dotted helps their eyes blend into their body to protect

5 fins to help them swim away from predators

Bright colors help them blend into coral

Box Fish live near the bottom of the tank, near coral and rocks
**Indian Ring-necked Parrot**

**AMAZING ADAPTATIONS**

**ADAPTATIONS FOR BOTH GENDERS:**
- The color green or other colors helped them camouflage in rainforests or wooded areas.
- Due to their travelling they adapted extreme adaptation to temperatures.
- The parrots react quickly if danger is near.
- The ring necks have two large blue tail feathers.

**WHAT YA LOOKING AT?**

Indian ring necks adapted to their predators by warning others by screeching a warning call to their friends when a predator was spotted.

**FUN FACTS**
- When they are ruffled that means that they are comfy.
- Also curved beaks for are good for biting pesky hands.

**The Female Adptions**
- The females are usually more stockier than the male in other words chubby or fatter.
- They don’t have the ring.
- They are less impressive than the males.

**The Male Adptions**
- Males are usually more taller and bigger than females.
- Males also have brighter or a more impressive appearances to attract females.
- Have rings to add on to notify the females that they are males.

**Snacks Ringnecks Perfer the Most**

- Fruit
- Seed
- Nut
- Other

**No Ring Means It’s Not A Male**

- The ring signifies the difference between male and female.

**The Curved Beak Helps in Cracking Open Nuts Making Tree Cavities (Holes in which they live in)**

**See the curve in his beak?**